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Statement of Witness
Name of Witness
Date of Birth
Address and contact details
Occupation
Officer taking statement
Date taken

Damon Anthony Atzeni

r-----~------------------------~

-------------------~

Known to the Commission
Public Servant
Caitlin Morgan
14 I 5 /2013

I, Damon Anthony Atzeni state;
Employment
1.

I was employed by Queensland Health as the Human Resources ('HR') Business
Integration Manager as pat1 of the QHEST project from January 2007 to July
2010. QHEST stands for the Queensland Health Enterprise Systems Transition
Project.

2.

As the HR Business Integration Manager at QHEST, my role was to manage a
team to :

a. Identify Queensland Health' s business requirements for the HR, payroll
and rostering solution.
b. Liaise with the stakeholders about business and system requirements and
implementation of the solution.
c. Prepare for the implementation of the products to be supplied. This
included business process mapping, training tools, stakeholder
engagement and communication as well as payroll supp011.
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3.

I reported on these matters to the Queensland Health Implementation of
Continuity (QHIC) Project Director, which was Amanda Doughty (June 2008June 2009) and then to Naomi DuPlessis (2009- 2010).

4.

As HR Business Integration Manager, I managed a small team of functional and
business experts who worked with stakeholders to identify system requirements
and ensure the HR system and business process suited Queensland Health's needs.

Scoping - Queensland Health
5.

Upon being appointed Prime Contractor, IBM conducted a scoping exercise over
a period of approximately two weeks between 3 December 2007 and 18
December 2007 to determine the specific business requirements of Queensland
Health with respect to the payroll and rostering solution ('Queensland Health
Scoping').

6.

Aside from rostering requirements, Queensland Health had specific business
needs in relation to payroll and organisational management which were different
to other government agencies.

7.

The Queensland Health Scoping was conducted by:

a. a series of meetings and workshops between Queensland Health,
CorpTech and IBM representatives; and
b. reference to a series of documents which articulated the specific business
needs of Queensland Health.

Scoping Meetings and Workshops with IBM
8.

The Queensland Health Scoping was conducted over a number of weeks and
involved a series of full day discussions and workshops with IBM. The workshops
were conducted between 6 December 2007 and 14 December 2007. I did not
participate in all of the workshops. I attended the introduction of some of the
works
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I nominated team leads or subject matter specialists from my team to attend the
workshops. Annexure A to this statement is a copy of an email I sent to Janette
Jones on 4 December 2007 which outlines the scheduled interim scoping
workshops and the proposed attendees for those workshops.

10.

I recall members of my team expressing concern to me about the IBM facilitators
at the workshops, specifically Jacqueline Mazibrada and Mariza Richards . I recall
that my team found the IBM interim scope facilitators to be very aggressive and
very reluctant to deviate in any way from the draft 'scope' which IBM had in
mind. My team repmted to me that the IBM facilitators were protecting the scope
by any means possible and were aggressive in the way they approached the
workshops.

11.

I raised these concerns with Chris Prebble at the time the workshops were being
conducted. Annexure B to this statement is a copy of an email I sent to Mr
Prebble dated 12 December 2007 in which I express concern about the attitude of
the IBM facilitators and state that 'I do not have much confidence that they
understand the needs and risks of QH'.

12.

Interim solution scoping workshops were being conducted in tandem with Whole
of Government ('WoG') workshops. The interim and WoG workshops addressed
the same issues but the WoG workshops were carried out in more detail and
involved a greater number of IBM facilitators.

13.

As pmt of the scoping exercise, my team leads identified their key concerns and
created an issues list. The issues list was known as 'CLARF' , which was an
acronym of the first names of the people involved in producing the document
(Cathy Sparks, Lynette Land, Amanda O'Grady, Roslyn Ricoine and Francine
Hamilton).

14.
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The CLARF was initially created from the issues my team became aware of from
the Department of Housing roll-out, asce1iained though discussions with our
Housing payroll colleagues and the Impact Assessment workshops conducted by
CorpTech in early 2007.

16.

The CLARF document was emailed to Jason Cameron of IBM on 12 November
2007 and was used by the team leads to raise questions in the scoping workshops
and meetings with IBM. Annexure C to this statement is a copy of an email from
me to Jason Cameron dated 12 November 2007 which attached the CLARF
document.

17.

The CLARF document was subsequently divided into two sections in January
2008. The first section contained Queensland Health's issues list for the interim
solution. The second section contained Queensland Health's issues list for the
Whole of Government solution. Annexure D to this statement is a copy of
sections one and two ofthe CLARF document as at 11 January 2008.

18.

The Queensland Health Scoping was to be based on the Depatiment ofHousing
('Housing') roll-out. Housing and Queensland Health, however, are very different
agencies in terms of number of employees, rostering requirements and complexity
of awards. Further, the Housing implementation involved the use of SAP
software. Queensland Health's implementation involved a combined use of SAP
and WorkBrain software for payroll and rostering functions.

19.

In that respect, Queensland Health Scoping was 'greenfield'(meaning that it
involved the use of software solution which was new and previously untested in a
government agency) rather than 'brownfield'(meaning scoping done by reference
to a software solution which was already in use by an agency). The scoping
exercise was 'greenfield' as it involved the use ofrostering functionality in
WorkBrain, integrated with SAP for payroll. The proposed interface of this
software had not been used previously in government and had its own challenges.
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rostering system design document created in consultation with, and reviewed by,
Queensland Health and other rostering agencies.

26.

Inclusive of the documents listed in the Schedule, the QHIC Scope provides a
stmting point from a scoping perspective for the interim solution. However, it
does not adequately address the functionality of the new system or respond to
Queensland Health' s detailed business requirements, as outlined in the documents
contained in the Schedule.

Business Attributes Document
27.

I have been asked by the Commission about the Business Attributes Document
('BAD').

28.

The BAD was a document which Queensland Health was required to provide to
IBM which set out Queensland Health's business requirements and provided some
of the data necessary to code those requirements into the payroll solution.

29.

I am aware that IBM first requested this document from Queensland Health in
early November 2007. Queensland Health was the author of the BAD and was the
version controller of it, meaning that only Queensland Health could make
amendments to the document. The BAD was initially maintained by Ross Wood
at Queensland Health, and then by Roslyn Ricoine.

30.

I recall that IBM requested that many changes be made to the BAD. I estimate
that IBM was responsible for 50- 75% of the changes ultimately made to that
document. Parts of the BAD were initially incomplete and contained some
inaccuracies but both IBM and Queensland Health understood that would always
be the case. The document reflected the evolution of both parties' knowledge as
they progressed through the scoping and development of payroll system.

31.

The BAD was ultimately renamed and evolved into what was known as the
ing Document'. Queensland Health quicldy tired of paying
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total, created between January 2008 and August 2008. I believe IBM was paid for
each new version of the document.

Additional Correspondence regarding Scope

32.

I have been shown by the Commission:

a.

An email sent by me to Mr Prebble on 10 December 2007 enclosing
'Service Model for the Interim Payroll and Rostering Solution' which is
Annexure E to this statement.

b. An email from me to Mr Prebble dated 17 December 2007 enclosing a
draft 'Agency Specific Requirements Rep01i' which is Annexure F to
this statement. I have reviewed my own email records which show that I
sent this email on 18 December 2007 at 6:58am. The substance ofthe
emails of 17 December 2007 and 18 December 2007 are, however, the
same.

33.

The creation of the documents listed in paragraph 32 of this statement coincided
with the scoping workshops conducted by IBM. Queensland Health's business
requirements could not be finalised until the scoping workshops had been
conducted.

34.

The 'Service Model for the Interim and Payroll Rostering Solution' contains a
recommendation for a centralised SAP HR payroll and 'hub and spoke model' for
WorkBrain. This recommendation was subsequently approved by the Business
Reference Group. I believe that this document records the initial articulation of
Queensland Health's requirement with respect to a centralised processing model.
This requirement for a centralised model remained unchanged and the model is in
existence today.

35.

The 'Service Model for the Interim and Payroll Rostering Solution' was dependent
on co
had no control over the issue. Queensila
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walk gently with the Unions to obtain their agreement with the proposed draft
model.

36.

On 18 December 2007 Ron Fawcett sent an email to Mr Prebble attaching a list of
issues which had not been resolved in the workshops. I was copied into Mr
Fawcett's email. Annexure G is a copy ofMr Fawcett's email of 18 December
2007. The list of issues outlined in the email was by no means exhaustive. There
were many other residual issues but this list identifies the key outstanding issues
at the time.

37.

I have been shown by the Commission an email of 19 December 2007 from Mr
Prebble which encloses a preliminary draft of the QHIC Scoping and Planning
Deliverable. I do not believe I received this email. I have reviewed my emails, and
have no record of receiving it. I believe I may not have received the email because
of the size of the file attached to it, which has a number of Excel spreadsheet
documents embedded within it.

38.

I have been asked by the Commission about a 'Requirements Traceability Matrix'
('RTM'). I am aware that this document was created by IBM to record in-scope
items and any amendments to that scope for the interim solution. The RTM
document did not, however, f01m any part of the agreed scope. I believe it was an
intemal IBM document used for their reference only.

39.

I have been asked by the Commission about my knowledge of a postponement in
scheduled go-live from November 2009 to March 2010. I believe Queensland
Health, through its Project Board, requested the go-live date be defe1Ted until
March 2010.

40.

The basis for this request was that any proposed November go-live date ran the
risk of slipping into the Christmas break period. This was considered by
Queensland Health t be an unacceptable risk because of the capacity to affect
into the 'IT Moratorium' period (as imposed by the Chief
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Information Officer) and the majority of Queensland Health employees were on
leave over this period.

Business Requirements- Queensland Health

41.

I have been asked by the Commission about Infor's engagement by IBM in
relation to post go-live performance issues with the rostering system. I believe
Infor's engagement post-live was focussed on a review of the rostering system's
infrastructure settings. Infor analysed and rectified system parameter settings and
added code updates to the core WorkBrain system code.

42.

I observed performance improvements in the rostering system as a result of these
fixes carried out by Infor. For example, there was a marked reduction in
processing time in the system. Also, navigation of the rostering system was
improved and streamlined for the user.

This written statement by me dated
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Damon Atzeni - Workshop schedu le w it h IBM

From:

Damon Atzeni

ro:

Janette Jones

(./tlvrJ'Cf- Uf ~ C

Date:

4/12/2007 11:57 AM

)ubject:

Workshop schedule with IBM

:c:

Cathy Sparks; Lynette Land; Nigel Hey; Roslyn Ricoine

rt

1

Hi Janette
1s discussed please find the list of workshop dates , times and suggested attendees below look forward to
vour feedback. Lunch and morning and afternoon refreshments will be provided if all meeting proceed to the
:imes allocated.
Scheduled workshops, including logistics:
Workshop 1- Thursday 6/12/2007 0900- 1200 Archive room, lvl24 307Queen st -Manage Job Details (1/2
iay)
Suggested attendees: Roslyn Ricoine, Brad Mammino, Amanda O'Grady, Lyndel Jones, Emma Bailey, SSP
Data management
Workshop 2- Monday 10/12/2007 1230- 1630 Archive room, lvl24 307Queen st -Manage Employee
[nfonnation (1/2 day)
Suggested attendees: Roslyn Ricoine, Cathy Sparks, Brad Mammino, Joanne Boland, Anthony
\1iddlebrough, Emma Bailey, SSP Repmi management
Workshop 3- Tuesday 11/12/2007 0900- 1600 Archive room, lvl24 307Queen st -Manage Roster (1 day)
Suggested attendees: Lynette Land, Brad Mammino, Ross Wood, Joanne Boland, Emma Bailey, SSP Roster
management
Workshop 4- Wednesday 12/12/2007 0900- 1600 Archive room, lvl24 307Queen st -Manage Attendance
& Leave (1 day)
Suggested attendees: Roslyn Ricoine, Cathy Sparks, Lynette Land, Brad Mammino, Ross Wood, Joanne
Boland, Emma Bailey, Anthony Middlebrough, SSP Roster and payroll management
Workshop 5- Thursday 13/12/2007 0900 - 1200 Archive room, lvl24 307Queen st -Manage Separations
(1/2 day)
Suggested attendees: Roslyn Ricoine, Cathy Sparks, Lynette Land, Brad Mammino, Ross Wood, Joanne
Boland, Emma Bailey, SSP Roster and payroll management
Workshop 6- Thursday 13/12/2007 1230- 1630 Archive room, lvl24 307Queen st -Manage Claims &
Maintain L&D Records (1/2 day)
Suggested attendees: Roslyn Ricoine, Cathy Sparks, Lynette Land, Brad Mammino, Ross Wood, Joanne
Boland, Emma Bailey, SSP Roster and payroll management
Workshop 7- Friday 14/12/2007 0900 - 1600 Archive room, lvl24 307Queen st -Manage Payroll Cycle (1
day)
Suggested attendees: Roslyn Ricoine, Cathy Sparks, Lynette Land, Brad Mammino, Ross Wood, Joanne
Boland, Emma Bailey, Anthony Middlebrough, SSP Roster and payroll management
regards
Damon Atzeni
Business Integration Manager
QHEST (Enterprise Solutions Transition) Program
http://qheps.health.qld.gov.au/qhest/home.htm
1le://D:\USERDATA\AtzeniDa\Temp\XPgrpwise\4755782BTOOWOOMBA-NDOWNSMt-L...
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Level 24, CPA Building
307 Queen St. Brisbane, Q 4000
Phone:~

MobileFax: 07 3234 1420
Email: Damon Atzeni@health.qld.gov.au
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Damon Atzeni - Re: Workbrain access

From:

Damon Atzeni
chris.prebble@corptech.qld.gov.au

To:
Date:

Subject:

12/12/2007 10: 18 AM
Re: Workbrain access

Yes I did mean today's testing meeting sorry. Half wrote the email yesterday and forgot to send.
Comments from yesterday:
"My comments are that some functionality we currently have, ie baseline data to determine overjunders is critical to
the NUM's being able to adequately and responsively make staffing decisions. I was as surprised as everyone else
when they started suggesting dropping functionality that I believe is necessary for business continuity. There could be
a large industrial impact that will have to be managed by the HR Branch.
The HR Branch escalated a number of concerns yesterday not least of which was the attitude of the IBM consultants,
but more importantly I do not have much confidence that they understand the needs and risks of QH. I believe we
definitely need to push for a review of the total scope before the design phase is initiated."
Presentation today at 230pm is level 24, 307 Queen St. see you then.
regards

Damon Atzeni
Business Integration Manager
QHEST (Enterprise Solutions Transition) Program
http://qheps.health.qld.gov.au/qhest/home.htm
Level 24, CPA Building
307 Queen St. Brisbane, Q 4000
Phone:~

Mobile:..._
Fax: 07 3234 1420
Email: Damon Atzeni@health.qld.gov.au
>>> <chris.prebble@corptech.qld.gov.au> 12/12/2007 10:10:11 am>>>
Hi Damon,
Did you mean today's test meeting? I will also go for
the first part and make sure all is on track. Apologies again for the
workshop issue and I will address this immediately. If appropriate would
you mind sending the email you got regarding this issue?
Thanks,
Chris

"Damon Atzeni"
< Damon_Atzeni@hea
lth.qld.gov.au>
To
<chris.prebble@corptech.qld.gov.au>
cc
12/12/2007 09:51
AM
"Nigel Hey"
<Nigei_Hey@health.qld.gov.au>
Subject
Re: Workbrain access

file://D:\USERDATA\AtzeniDa\Temp\XPgrpwise\47CBC06ACORPORATE-OFFICECorporat... 7/05/2013
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Hi Chris
Look forward to the options around workbrain access.
Tomorrow's testing meeting clashes with the IBM SDA meeting at the moment
but I think the others can make it. Janette Jones (SSP), Ashraf Melaka
(ICT), Meghan Croft (QHEST), Mark Porter (IM) and myself for the first
part.
regards
Damon Atzeni
Business Integration Manager
QHEST (Enterprise Solutions Transition) Program
http://qheps.health.qld.gov.au/qhest/home.htm
Level 24, CPA Building
307 Queen St. Brisbane, Q 4000
Phone: 0732340387
Mobile Fax: 07 3234 1420
Email: Damon_Atzeni@health.qld.gov.au
>> > <chris.prebble@corptech.qld.gov.au> 10/12/2007 6:47:32 pm >>>
Damon,
Been discussing the options re getting you access to a
workbrain environment and there may be several options. Could we discuss
tomorrow and we can organise and was wondering if you are still available
at 11:30 for planning?
Cheers,
Chris

*****************************************************************
This email, including any attachments sent with it, is

confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s).

This confidentiality is not waived or lost1 if you receive it and

you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/

received in error.

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or

review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information
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contained in this email, including any attachment sent with

it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it

relates to health service matters.

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have

received this email in error, you are asked to immediately

notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia

+61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also

delete this email, and any copies, from your computer

system network and destroy any hard copies produced.

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy,

distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of

disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this

email is also prohibited.

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to

ensure this email does not contain malicious software,

Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the

consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers

any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is

file://D:\USERDATA\AtzeniDa\Temp\XPgrpwise\47CBC06ACORPORATE-OFFICECorporat... 7/05/2013
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infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or

code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this

email.

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views

of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government.

****************************************************************
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Damon Atzeni - Fwd: documents
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

CC:
Attachments:

Damon Atzeni
Jason .Z.Cameron@treasury .qld. gov .au

12/11/2007 12:25 PM
Fwd: documents
Ron Fawcett
documents

Jason
please find attached the documents requested. Apologies for the state of the Docs but they are work in progress and
have been provided on the basis that they are to get your staff up to speed.
"As Is" Business Requirements to follow.
regards

Damon Atzeni
Business Integration Manager
QHEST (Enterprise Solutions Transition) Program
http://qheps.health.qld.gov.au/qhest/home.htm
Level 24, CPA Building
307 Queen St. Brisbane, Q 4000
Phone: 07 3234 0387
Mobile
Fax: 07 3234 1420
Email: Damon Atzeni@health.qld.gov.au
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Damon Atzeni - documents

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:
Attachments:

Lynette Land
Atzeni, Damon
12/11/2007 12:15 PM
documents
20070704-QHEST HR IR2.8 Progress Tracking Sheet-RW-V0-2.xls; 20070831HRPayroiiRosterimpactAssessmentSummary-CS-V0-5.doc; 20070820-CLARF Issues-RR-V0-4.xls; cs20071109-Agency Specific Requirements (2.5 doc)-LL-VO-Ol_l.xls

Hi Damon
Please find attached documentation as requested.
The 2.8 doc attachment is currently presented as a high level tracking document but there are many files and
worksheets that are related.
The 2.3 is currently being finalised by Brad, who is not in today so I am unsure as to whether the doc attached is
inclusive of every area as he was incorporating individual feedback into the one document.
The 2.5 doc requirements - worksheet 3 is our current thoughts on what the business critical items are that are
required for next August. There is currently no priority attached to them. The 1st worksheet is everything from the
DPDR's and CLARF in no particular order and needs significant work to get it into an appropriate format for the 2.5.
Worksheet 2 is just a step in the process of getting the business critical info into sheet 3.
I have also attached the CLARF directly for you.
regards
Lyn

Lynette Land
Functional Lead - Rostering
Queensland Health Enterprise Solutions Transition
(QHEST) Project Team
http://qheps.health.qld.gov.au/qhest/home.htm
Level13,
340 Adelaide Street
Brisbane, Q 4000
Ph 07 30067842
Fax
07 30067799
lynette land@health.qld.gov.au
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!Specifications which may assist
interim:
-Organisational Structure
-SABA;

1-1056

Organisational Structure
11/01/08 Session with IBM to
Interface- Import
Mamtlaain greater understanding to
1- 1055 - Job Data Interface :!d. 6f7f71R PM to
Import
1-1054- Re total development Formal Education Data Interface 06.06.07 - IR PM Response - Not
indicative of actual
1- 312- Employee data Extract achievable until development for au
to ltimeframes. What are the
Interface
1-1 053 products is completed. Critical path
requirements expected timefrarnes of when
Employee Data Interfacedevelopment days Workbrain unknown.
information

warbe

llllllOrt

Total Workbrain development days =

states that some roles
kept separate. System
not dictate this. Will be
decision to assign roles.
Eval Coord and and Joblindicate

Require Super User access in
each district/other to enable
Global work to be done, eg
payslip message, movement
etc

IBrett to advise on

IR PM response - See QH lAW
& Roles Mapping - slide re 'Role
- Segregation of Duties" states
up to the agency to de&ermine how
conflicts w~l be managed - resolved
mitigated" (JH)

Team to discuss

What decisions have been
made by Health/SSP Audit in
regards to separation of roles
processor and validator).
Involvement of Audit through
these workshops for all prod
where does involvement

What messages will users see
and how will they be received
when a pay run lock out is to
occur and when it has finished?
This will be for each of the
products, as related to the other
payrun questions. For users in
the system and not accessing
at the time.
What are the lockout conditions
for each of the products when
overnight pay runs are
performed in SAP, and the end
of fortnight pay run is
performed? Including access to
enquiry information only, roster
details etc. What will lock out
times be? How will this affect
agency operations. Issue 229
same question. Issue 229 now
IBrett to advise details
closed .

06.06.07 Response from IR PMReferred to

new
loyee number, use as a
ID, and difference between
Person ID and Personnel
Assignment ID, particularly in
relation to Concurrent

Dougal Ferguson working in
Business Solution Build - HR
!Sub-Program (CT74155) is
back to work at Health

Public

Need to identify differences in
Standard Offering to health

held with Dougal 10/07/07.
Templates include all differences
can be assumed that the intent is to
& SAP to cater for those
QH Awards. Awards template
be maintained and this could be
as awards team in CorpTech
to have no staff??? Damon to
seek assurance that awards template will
continue to be maintained and that all
items in awards template will be included
in build as part of Standard Offer ie not
Agency 2.5 request. Also see closed item
123.

109.07.07- CLARF- request possibility of
mapping exercise
than referring to individual recelvmg a copy of Housing SLA 03 .07.07 _Please
request sent to Adam George 10.07.07
(JH) 02.07.07 IR PM Response -Review
subsequent to 8 above;

CLR require more information
from Corptech to fully
understand what maintenance
issues will be required and
issues

LR to review. QHEST to
include in Risk Register. See
also item 385

06 .06 .07 Response from IR PM- No
indication from Health at this stage as to
06.06.07 While Health will need the rollout strategy; 09 .07.07- CLARF
to develop a rollout strategy,
request further information eg esc
Corptech will need to address
Support Plan- request sent 10.07.07.
fu ll Health and sector
See Extranei- SSS Document LibrarySSS General Documents- SSS SAP
requirements for service
delivery. What impacts/strategy Production Access Request Form for
have been assessed for staged form to be completed post Go Live
roll outs and final full wog
regarding security access fro
service del

(a) The appointee is a current whole-ofGovernment employee
(b) The appointee is a current whole-ofGovernment employee, with the new
appointment being a concurrent
employment condition
(c) The appointee is a former whole-ofGovernment employee
(d) The appointee has never been an
Iwhole-of-Government employee
Conditions
If the appointee has an existing SAP
Person 10 or the appointment is a
concurrent employment situation within
current payroll area, the appointment
we should be able to see wm be treated as an employee
and or Assignment is movement.
in-active, which agency If the appointee does not have an
described in
SAP Person 10 or the appointment is a
IResP<mses). Will need to keep concurrent employment situation external
a testing point to make to the current payroll area, the
have enough
appointment will be treated as a new hire.
Re Transfers - See Directive 17-05 report

In SAP you can
a priority from
being the
1/01/2008 Roslyn currently working on.
to any
·.o7 IR PM Response -Referred to
leA
Q&AJH
be allocated
Support and Z
maybe allocated to
Social Club.

Deductions

Follow up on Exceptions Func
Spec. What are the
exceptions? Mention that only
some would be fixed by
Corptech. Exceptions Are :
Employee terminated this
period; Employee hired this
period; Employee tax file
is incomplete;No valid tax file
number (1 month prior to EOY
only), Employees with negative
net pay; Superannuation (ie. no
record I inactive record) ;
Duplicate Employees; Negative
Accumulations; Gross and Net
Validation (Pay in Advance
emolovee to be flagged);
for

!

- Consider through
of reports. Exceptions
to left What do Corptech
will be fiXing . Will this
report or a series of
Need to be able to
more than, Company
Payroll Area, Personnel
Message ID. Should
have reports
1proouceo per SSP requirement
the ability to specify
!(!Uirements per
lemolovee group. (eg Different
Net Validations for
compared to
IOperational staft). One size will
Possiblity to look at %
payments as an

.07 IR PM Response- Record IR
2.5 JH - QH to supply specifiC
requirement after reviewing standard
offering reports specs for which have
already been supplied

"Payroll Issues
their Responses
Brett Tetlow'' in
folder
ERP\2

IR PM Response -See Func
1121 Employee Search - "the
ID search is the single function
e to search the database and is
Irestricted to names that are effective as
system date (ie, today's current
There is no scope to search and
by a prior surname". QH to
·• requirrnents for inlcusion in IR2.5

!Workbench" that is
developed
may be able to
include on the output
maiden name if
2.5

Brenden Neal: The increments
will look at the hours worked
employee transferred from
lwnrkhrain if this is a increment condition
employee. It doesn't "accrue" the
such but looks at the raw data
an increment date for the
l ;..ml"llnv~~ See SO screen dumps at

toward increment, on same
higher will count toward the
only, different awards
separately. Increments
ll~ncurr~nt\ will need to be handled

updating in SAP always
then copy/create as
Only change or delete
records.

overpayments ie when to use
employee debts functionality impact on SLA. Retro
processing will impact on
current process. Is there any
need to maintain QH Register if
IOveroavmen Ioverpayments are now

Pay Day wiH be enforced for
Wednesday (HSBC and
Citibank will be Thursday - 485
staff). Currently some Health
employees receive monies on
Tuesday. Will need to ensure
staff are advised early to
any mortgage, bank account
ded's etc.

!session/demonstration to
tnd assess impact.
Pay in Advance is a
process, this simply
it is not workflowed.

DIR had this of
01717 All leave is handled at the
Pay in
is a manual data entry process
by SSP (BN) 06.06.07
!Response from IR PM- See Func Spec
Implementation lso information - including a
Idemonstration in SAP- was provided
Absences section of the
. A copy of the
I"'""""t"tinn is available on the Extra net.
what additional information

IPersonnel Assigment Level.

involved in

was more
to the Pay in
payrolls
pay date
the
period

Response from IR PM -Pay in
is a manual data entry process
by SSP and as such there would
no impact regarding this being held at
LUID level. (JH)

in advance is set at the
>level and not Personnel
!Assignment 10. This could have

Advice from FE's at a
held to discuss pay in
was that a pay in
is at the LUID level
affect concurrent

area!

2.

Cathy emailed JH to advise this is
t link - waiting for correct
.07 sent to SME 18.6.7 (JH)
1Prev1ous1v provided this link to Cathy.
DPDR session there was
mention of documents written
SSS for RTP and Stop Pay.
Brendon to follow up and
provide. Demonstration of Stop

Summaries%20interface%20(inhouse)_V
1.0.doc

LSL date is

Must identify Long Service Start
Date (does not change), Long
Service 7 year Avail date and
Long Service 10 year Avail date.
must include a notice on
and/or avail in ESS

02.07.07 IR PM Response- See Func
Specs E-807 lnfotype 0041 Date
Specifications, E-824 lnfotype 2013
Quota Corrections, E-825 Pay Advice
Daily Breakdown. QH to supply any
further specific requirement for entry in
dates are very important to
2.5(JH)
Dates will change
fine. It's an excellent
what's happening.
IEmployees should have easy

to follow up with Agency.
to follow up with Damon.
· ; r~uire escalation to
D1redors? I
understand this is causing
nmbl<>ms with Housing already.
may be work arounds tha
can introduce to avoid
to ~erm and reappoint
1nvolve the creation of
leave type, and
Ir<>dril'tinn tern p extensions from
need much more info

I

separated.
YES should end
payments automatically. Should
set up additional reminder
notifiCation 1 week prior to end
date. BWA {agency) should
manage if not actioned in timely
manner. Will be addressed
further through BPM project
03.07.2007 Separation and
rehire of a temp employee
because of a missed temp end
date is unacceptable business
process. This places Health
and other govt agencies at

v,.v, .20071R PM Response- See Func
Spec W-738 Temporary Contrad
Extension. Update would flow through to
Workbrain via the overnight feed.
Employ~e must be extended prior to end
d~ be1~g reached or a separation &
reh1re Will be necessary {JH)

LR and IR PM to follow

14.06.07- Further follow up with
PM required. May be best to
Rostering FE to talk
what Workbrain
of, what options for
casual pools there will be.
QH need to understand what
11.07.07 - request sent to WB team (JH)
system is capable of before
determining what
06 .06.07- IR PM response- QH to
determine information

lconfiaurable in terms of data
back. Weare
clarification regarding
format presentation of
Its in Workbrain.

03 .07 .07 IR PM Response- This will be
determined at a woG level (B P)
02.02.07 IR PM Response - sent to SME
18.6.7 (JH)

can individual

t:.a"n"'"" stipulate the format

I

would like to have their Lyn to assess and determine
in?
aoorooriate action

n'o~ontorl

Nil

Issue to

Inclusion in IR 2.5

Config decision, Chang ing cost
centre for a shift should
Cost Centre unauthorise the shift

I

Will

06.07 - IR PM response - IR 2.5 1
See Roster Management Solution Design
14.06.07- IR PM to follow up
Blueprint - Appendix D - Leave Requests.
f'nnfi•mon that Concessional Day is a
This is not an agency
type in Workbrain.
requirement. It is wog
Spec E-1323- Holiday
but could not be confirmed
lAW. If not currently in core IM,.,nnm.,nt (JH) Confirmed that each
on employee payslip
Standard Offering will need
information on
Response - The Leave
Report (R-832- not posted on
yet) reports on all leave,
pending leave, and can be
by Employee Team, Employee
Name, Employee Number, Date from &
Leave Type. Report can also be exported
Excel for manipulation as required.
Issue to remain open.
IR PM response- sent to SME
Inclusion in IR 2.5

Nil

11/01/2008 Options paper
To oroaress to BRG.

Workbrain should provide the
ability for some leave quotas to
manage balances and leave
takings. Eg. Pre Natal leave quota could be added on advice
from manager that employee is
pregnant. Employee can then
monitor the amount of leave
avail when need for doctor
appoint's. Quota could then be
adjusted to zero at start of
maternity leave. Paternity leave
in IR 2.5

Leave

Reserve Forces Claim Report
allow agency to easily identify
the monetary claims to be made
to the Defence Deot.
INil

Inclusion in IR 2.5

Inclusion in IR 2.5; No IRM on it
but it is standard practice to not
pay the loading upfront for the
pending WorkCover claim . The
Workplace Health and Safety
Circular 17/06 details the
processing of Work Cover under
these circumstances
(http://qheps.health.qld .gov "lliwl
hsru/Documents!Whs_06.1
) . The reason for this is once
02 .07.2007- Record IR 2.5 JH- QH to
the claim is accepted by
supply specific requirement:
WorkCover the employee would
chapman to follow up on the Leave
need to repay the loading they
Loading and get back to HRIT
have been paid (they would
have been overpaid). The
purpose of the leave being
taken is not rec leave, it is to
enable the employee to contin
to receive payments while
waiting for WorkCover to
the claim . If WorkCover reject
the claim, the RL Pending
WorKCover would be reversed
and paid as normal RL with
loading. In LATTICE we
currently intervene to stop the

Issue

What reports are available for
concurrent employment. What
do these reports cover? Once
known, what further
requirements, if any, does
Health have.
process
managing payslip messages in
Workbrain . Are they only
system generated and others
needed created in lnfotype
0128? What are the payslip
messages that will be generated Lyn to assess and determine
from Workbrain?

I

02.07.07 IR PM Response- see item 229
(JH)

02.07.2007 IR PM Response- sent to
SME 18.6.7 (JH) 05.07.07- no existing
standard reports (BN) . Would need to be
is concurrently
a IR 2.5 item - QH to specify
l<>mnlnved? Are there any
requirements (sent 05.07.07) 06.07.07that would give any sort
(CS) has any other agency already
about their concurrent
specified in their IR 2.5? 09 .07.07ie total number of
feedback from lAs is No; awaiting
response from HR PMs (JH)

02 .07.07 IR PM Response- See Func
Specs 1-1309 Payslip Messaging
Interface & E-825 Pay Advice- Daily
Breakdown

Possible Inclusion in IR 2.5

IR PM Response -Process
in SAP HR!Payroll 'Absences'
- Outstanding Workbrain spcifics to
follow-ed up by the WB team after
build completed (JH)

IR 2.5 Need to provide enough
information when doing a name
search to choose correct
employee and role. le
"nn"""'"nt employment and/or

I

Process yet to be covered by
Rostering. (See Issue 248 for
Health

Agency 241717: Lattice indicates as
LWOP. Want code that identifies as
suspension so can be reported on but
privacy issue if it is published to a roster
as code will be recognised even if
sensitive code used. Either want person
NOT displayed on roster at all OR display
as LWOP but still have special code in
but not on published roster.

Process for Health to be defined

Roster

Addition/changes to Roster
team name, Roster skills etc
require esc. Match with other
issues regarding CSC's ability
meet turnaround timeframes
that do not impact the business. Risk

I

John to assess for 4.4 doc

Interface

Inclusion in IR 2.5

24!7!7: Workcover Incident
tnagement System (WIMS) will still be
used and an interface to SAP would be
required. Interface required is a data file
the IMS officer. The systems do not
to interface.

Workcover

Inclusion in IR 2.5

Clarification of roles between
SSP and Agency required.
Separate roles with access to
processing workcover in
Workbrain and SAP for Agency
staff may be required . Will
current system still be used in
addition to SAP? Will they be
rostering return to work program
or will the currentlline manager
do it?
What are the impacts of
Concurrent employment and the
recording of workcover on both
nments.

Inclusion in IR 2.5

Agency 24!7!7: Will be addressed in
Roles Mapping Exercise. Workcover
Incident Management System (WIMS)
will still be used and an interface to SAP
would be

06.06.07 Response from IR PM- Unlikely
to be available until all SAP/WB

7.10.07 Workshops were
never held.
19.06.07 E-mail from IR PM to
advise that workshop within
SSS will be held on 29 June 07
to determine what Standard
Offering SARAS functionality in
SAP is. 18.06.071R PM
clarified requirments with
PM to follow up. Francine to Francine and Roslyn .
IR PM know when working
14.06.07 Jason C requested
meets to arrange this
(via e-mail) demonstration of

IR PM Response- 03.07.07provide examples of selection
screens for some reports. Tara
the Reports F~e with SS
text examples. Updated file to be
!delivered to QH by 10.07.07. QH to
further specific information
_ E) 02.07.07 IR PM
IResPOnse- email Tara 20.06.08

timeslmeasures can we see
esc performance
monitoring into
It would make
for the Org
in the

2.

11.07 RR- Mental
may be recognised
Org Units, will
check further,
ealth positions are
!scattered throughout the Iconvention

True vacancy is when
position does not
perm substantive
It maybe
or higher duties.
IDiSCUSSIOn at lAW

It is supposed to be IF 3rd
party systems support
(Central User
Inclusion in IR 2.5

Inclusion in IR 2.5

RR Thinking more about
detail.. There
validating . As a
Inrnressor, if I look to see maybe 50 Roslyn Ricoines
(oh oh) but only one
changed a record,
will I know who did it? 10023212

of employee across
agencies in the Public
Sector. Not having this
functionality will
significantly reduce the
ability for the SSP to
provide efficient and cost
effective services to the
agency. This will include
Brad to get copy of Func
the transfer of all prior
service and other details.
How will the BWA role be
utilised in Health?
Investigate multiple BWA's
for each break down in
order to cover absences
letc.

I

BWA

details.

No escalation if BWA does
not action. Potential for IR

Inclusion in IR 2.5

06.11 .07 RR Business
Workflow Administrator.
Response 24f7f7:
Will be addressed in Roles
Mapping Exercise. Overall
BWA role plus BWA type
role for processing cells is
a good idea. Additional
resourcing implications to
be considered .
IWhat is a BWA

Brad visiting Nambour
18.10.07
It will email to your
groupwise a link back to
to action

workflowed? Receiving

lManager needs to be the
IR 2.5 (Require validation
cost centre manager

approving the change.
list of cost centres to
from should be a
of only those that

ESS/MSS

Can workflow have
attachments (ie word doc)
to support the business
Iprocess?
Closed

ESS/MSS

If employees do have
access to a Kiosk service
intermittently, can they still
be a non tech user, but
Ihave access to ESS also? Brett to advise on
If not, IR 2.5 request.
I possibility

I

ESS/MSS

Options regarding limited
Iroll out of ESS/MSS

Has this question been
Janswered? CLR to
assess.

12/07/07 Cathy- this could
an issue with
traffic and
would be needed
attachments
be stored (or
destroyed) at end of
workflow- suggest this is
not a good idea and would
be better for doc to be
referred to as comment or
Agency Response 24/7/7: link provided rather than
NO. A reference in the
attaching ie handle outside
of the system .
comments field to the
documentation and where 02.07.07 IR PM responseit is stored or when/who
Standard workflow cannot
consulted/approved etc is have attachments (BN),
sufficient.
20/07/07 Cathy:
lnfotype0655 stores
payslip distribution
method, infotype 0105
(001 0) stores email
address, infotype 01 05
(9001) stores access to
portal indicator. This
indicates that yes you
could have access to
portal (ESS) but still
receive pays lips by post as
long as you have an email
address/novelllogin
06.06 .07 Response from
IR PM- Refer to SME
Inclusion in IR 2.5
Team
06.06.07 Response from
IR PM- No indication from
Health at this stage as to
the rollout strategy.
12/07/07 Cathy - if we go
WOG SO then we cannot
limit ESS/MSS to part
functionality, we could
rollout to part agency as
Health requires
long as all of that org
information on the impacts branch's
of limiting the roll out of
managers/approvers that
ESS/MSS to a staged roll- lie 'above' those with ESS,
out. SSS will have to
have MSS & 'Chief or
provide information ,
'Reports to' roles and
options/understandings in are BWAs assigned to
larder to enable Health to those areas ie no break in
make an informed
the reporting line to effect
decision.
workflow.

manager approval, how
would they receive the
approval etc? Payslips?
Sent and retrieved? What

Indications
Housing are that this
not happen . Need to
from Functional
what actually
happens, and is required
to make this happen , and
role esc has to

to advise details

Portal

11 /01 /2008 Seeping with
IBM indicates interim

ott writing paper) .
QH (along with Sector) will
need to see paper and
Issues paper written and
Roles/Securi Ihave input prior to any
on 17.10.2007
made.

IR 2.5 Bars toreInclusion in IR 2.5

02.07.07 IR PM responseSee QH lAW- Reportingslides re SAP-BW- Ad
Hoc & Analytical Reporting
- "Requirements Collection
'slide &
& Non· will also input to item

area of responsibility
Position Holder
Head count
- Organisatioanl Structure
- FTE
- Org Structure - Locations
Unoccupied Positions
Staff Assignments
Establishment (BN
1.06.07)

to advise details.
IR PM to fo llow upinfo required > please
state what key information
is displayed in Dashboard,
please list names of
define what reports Employee Reports
to a Manager available - leave
balances? Pav details?

I

2.

Inclusion in IR 2.5
separations for ceasing
system access. Also to
gain system access as a
Roles/Securi Inew starter or upon
movement?

Inclusion in IR 2.5

2.

2.

Workflow
.07- CLARF request
further details regarding
what workflow design was
agreed to in the Workflow
group and what is being
built.
05/07/07 Further advice
will be communicated to
the
once the
design has
ised.
IR PM response
to Brad M and

ng with Tania
and Brad
Differing
endorser and
and functionality
Workflow

workflow IR 2.5 inclusion.
Ability for an initiator with
access to information to
enable creation of
workflow. This may
include the ability to
complete only some
information on the form
without validation , but
when the manager is to
approve, validation occurs.
Some information not
known by the initiator
could also be left blank,
such as a position number.
Initiator must be able to
access information across
erg units (ie call centre or Brett has provided some
information on this.

I

Workflow

IInclusion in

IR 2.5

it be different? If it will
include in IR 2.5
What position number
populates the on line
higher duties form? Fact
Sheet 00212007 slates

2.5

in IR2.5

an employee,
IR PM Response
to SME 18.6.7 (JH) !accidentally or otherwise,
main bank
when an
creating another? jemployee changes their
If so, is there a warning
details it does not
message? Can an
an option to
employee add a future
a date effective
dated deduction? Can it
It automatically
be time limited ie want a
selects from date as the
deduction for 3 fortnights start of the current pay
only? Does this require
period and an end date of
action in the actual
.12.9999 (BN)

to ensure training
timeframes for
to bank
'"'"'ments and
le changes
cannot be back dated, and
will be avail from start of
next pay period
(dependent on cut-off
dates). What message
appears in ESS when
!employees make

are a number of
validations that happen in
the ESS scenario for
banking. The system
won't allow changes in
retro, the additional bank
details are created on the
first day of the next period
(The payroll control record
is effectively open for the
current pay period and pay
is run each night thus not
allowing a change in the
pay period)

Follow

Deductions

0.07.07- There currently

06.06.07 Response does
not answer question.
Require list of what
notifications are triggered
this task. Page 26
Refers to Roles and

ESSIMSS

Employee should be able
view only details on any
Corporate Loans. le
outstanding balance, loan
repayment amounts,
IPurchased Leave etc

Inclusion in IR 2.5

Brett to advise on
ESSIMSS

Inclusion in IR 2.5

no interface of data from
RASP, therefore there are
no automatic notifications
associated with a PCR.
will need to

2.5

Inclusion IR 2.5

PCR does not allow the
initiator or manager to
the increment level of the
duties position. le
!employee should be AOSAOS-1 will appear
form. Need to
lunrl...-stand full impact.
more information on
and SAP in terms
populates onto the
loes position
on the form? May
!r to not have the
Iincrement level on the
the

02.07.071R PM Response
See item 79 re position
form . With regard to
scenario given - you
wanting to change the
ement level of the
IPERSON, not the position
the increment level
be changed at the
l..m nlnv~e level, not the
level (JH)

processor must save
with less than
high date of
9999. Default end
1ugh from previ
in action. This
the loss of
records that

has provided some
on this.

in IR2.5

to discuss. Will
need to come up with
requirements. Roslyn can
get examples from Cluster

Notification?
payslips,
lates, exception
Imessages, error
messages?
lwnrl<flnw

Brett to follow

IR PM Response
IR 2.5 JH- QH to

allows employees to
simulations of
rs. Is this an
May create
1aoomonal work for SSP in

Processing
Cell

No escalation within the
task list for a processing
cell. Business process to
ensure tasks are
processed in a timely
manner. As per BWA,
potential for inclusion in IR
for either escalation
the Processing Cell
or for a Manager
Processing Cell role. See
also item 28

Brett to advise

Inclusion in IR 2.5

Brett to advise

Inclusion in IR 2.5

Inclusion in IR 2.5

!Configuration Document
o a processer
the ability to
Form, Change,

Org,
Function. This

lchallange this- see 8.3
oc (unable to find
reference in the

06.06.07
IResJ)Oiise from IR PMBulletin

Nil

~

I Inclusion in IR 2.5

Action (extension to SAP
action) that takes a
processor through a seri es
of steps to complete the
new employees details in
workbrain (ie holiday
calendar, default roster

Inclusion in IR 2.5
liJ.OJ .O J - VVD CEdi II

CLR to review response
1 3/717 Also see item 388

03.07.07 This is still
confusing. Does this
mean that 1) if you are
identified as a Chief in
SAP that you have
all/some approver
functions in Workbrain.
if so 2) are the
Workbrain Approver roles
that are assigned are in
addition to this?

I Nil

Inclusion in IR 2.5

Implementation Fact Sheet
002/2007 states that the
Workbrain workflow
Approver can be any
manager flagged as chief.
This does not match the

Cost Centre I Centre issues

corrected the section of
the SME Fact Sheet as
follows: Workflow
reporting relationshipsThe reporting relationships
within Workbrain are also
based on simple rules
within an organisational
structure. In Workbrain ,
users are linked to
organisational units
(Teams) by "roles". Any
user can be assigned a
particular role (for
example, there may be a
role called "Leave
Approver'') for a given
team . Workflow
technology looks for the
role that is required to
approve the type of form
being submitted.
Extending the previous
example, if an employee
submits a leave request,
the workflow will look for

.07 IR PM Response
sent to SME 18.6.7 (JH)

Workflow

2.5?

Issue to remain

24r7r7 Agency: Could be
useful functionality. Can
configured later if a need
is identified. Might be
with trackino UBS

Leave

directly into workbrain

I Nil

I Inclusion in IR 2.5

Nil

!Inclusion in IR 2.5

Exceptions (timesheet)
require individual approval
unless viewed another
way. The alternate does
not provide enough
information to allow mulit
approval. Functionality for
time sheet exceptions
approval needs to enable
a manager to select
multiple exceptions for
approval with enough
details to do this in a user

02.07 .07 IR PM Response
- See functional
specifications for rlevant

Higher
Duties

Inclusion in IR 2.5

required . Large teams in
particular could be an
issue.

02.07.2007 IR PM
Response - See relevant
func specs eg F-1218
Leave Request Form Workbrain does include a
tick box to indicate that
supporting documentation
has been forwarded when
applying for SARAS leave.
Business process review
required regarding how
each agency/SSP will
manage this aspect (JH)

Requirement for
supporting evidence for
some leave types, how to
be managed for
ESS/MSS. Is the
assumption that if the
manager has approved ,
then evid has been
sighted? Or is there an
indicator field on the

Inclusion in IR 2.5

Nil

Staffing requirements
is optional.
do indicative
trends analysis if
Need to know if

Nil

Inclusion in IR 2.5

06.06.07 Response from
IR PM- Referred to SME

04.07.07 This issue is not
same as issue 271 ,
while there may be
l<::imil,.ritiP<:: these are two

02.07.2007 The Processor
has the capacity to change
recurring registration
at course or
level which would
an error stating
cannot be
reaistered because they
registered far
other offering for the
Course". There is
system validation
catalogue items.
be a IR2.5 if
(JH)

manager and employee
performance review.
While remainder of
process will happen
outside SABA, a different
reason code is needed to
close the agreement. It
can't just be left open
forever as reporting will be
INil
skewed.
All to be removed from

Inclusion in IR 2.5

Qualification

s

Nil

Inclusion in IR 2.5

Goals can be assigned by
anyone to anyone else in
the agency. Need for this
ability to be removed and
only be applicable
Roles/Securi I employer/employee

Nil

Roster

of template further back.
eg chose a xmas template lyn to follow up with
Rostering Group for
from previous year for
inclusion in design.
current year xmas
Otherwise IR 2.5

Inclusion in IR 2.5

of Obsoslete lnfotype
for the ability to set

on position.
!Common Config doc
no business
However,

is a standard
lreauirement for agencies
been

to

24f7f7: Escalation
be tightened to

2.5

00312007 Release

Q1. Answer

s that there can be
!attachments to a PCR, but
in SAP.

IR PM to follow

Brett to advise

Housing currently
experiencing major delays.
Problem will be
le><acerbated as each
live.

2.

it possible to have bulk
lemolovee transfers/new
things such as
Term Changes,

Possible inclusion in IR 2.

Check with Damon on

Possible inclusion in IR

Inclusion in IR 2.5
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Damon Atzeni - service model to be endorsed

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

CC:
Attachments:

Damon Atzeni
Chris Prebble; Jason.Z.Cameron@treasury.qld.gov.au
10/12/2007 12:03 PM
service model to be endorsed
Cathy Sparks
20071205-BRGCoverSheet-Service Modei-MC-V1-0.DOC; 20071205-BRGCoverSheet-Service ModeiMC-V1 -0.DOC

Hi Chris and Jason
this is the service model but we can not be seen to state it is the Model untill union con sultation has full occurred.
This is what we will be moving with for our scoping exercises but this is not to be communicated as the model untill I
give you the offical go ahead.
Please use this for scoping and planning purposes.
rega rds

Damon Atzeni
Business Integration Manager
QHEST (Enterprise Solutions Transition) Program
http://qheps.health.qld.gov.au/qhest/home.htm
Level 24, CPA Building
307 Queen St. Brisbane, Q 4000
Phone: 07 3234 0387
Mobile:
Fax: 07 3234 1420
Email: Damon Atzeni@health.qld.gov.au

file://D:\USERDATA\AtzeniDa\Ternp\XPgrpwise\47CBC04FCORPORATE-OFFICECorpora... 14/05/2013
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Decision Tracking No:

HROOS

T itle:

Service Model for the Interim Payroll and Rostering Solution

Attachments:

included

Decision Required By:

10/12/2007

,"'

~-,.-_. ,.

#'·

·-

Description:
The Service Model required to deliver the Interim Payroll and Rostering Solution for Qld Health is contingent on being
able to meet the critical time imperatives as well as the resourcing, training, change and infrastructure impacts to enable
payment of all Qld Health employees. Functionality and scope of the Interim Payroll and Rostering solution will also
determine the parameters on where and how the Service Model is initially rolled out. In determining the Service Model
options the following overarching principles were used:

Agility: The ability to train more staff in a central location
Standardisation: The Benefits of standardisation enables Business Processes, Data, Industrial Relations and Wage
Issues all controlled centrally.
Quality Business Intelligence: Will reduce human interaction which will improve quality of data, real time interaction
to updateWorkbrain through the assisted channels such as Client Support Officer and the Single point of truth. This will
allow more effective analyses and control of data through the one centralised area. Quality Business intelligence will
highlight Performance Indicators.

Optimising the Workforce: The reduction of paper based systems will speed up the payroll processes which will assist
in the meeting of strict deadlines whilst optimising staff contribution.
The two products in the Interim Solution (SAP and Workbrain) need to be viewed separately to identify the service
options. Each product can be aligned to functionality and business processes that in most circumstances can be managed
separately and provides opportunity for an appropriate service model to be applied.
Both SAP and Workbrain can be managed in full Employee and Manager Self Service mode or be a complete service to
the consumer in a Centralised Model. They can also be managed at the varying stage in between.
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Recommendation :
The BRG in principle endorse the model below:

Option 1: Centralised SAP HR Payroll and Hub and Spoke for Workbrain
The Centralised SAP HR and Hub and Spoke Model for Workbrain currently fits within the Prime Scope.
By centralising the SAP HR functions in a Service support environment it allows for a single point of contact whilst
maintaining standardised business processes and functionality.
Workbrain will be controlled at a Hub and Spoke level allowing the units to primarily focus on the rostering and HR
issues.
The Roster Improvement Project managed by SSP (Shared Service Provider) is currently implementing a Hub and Spoke
model for rostering using ESP, standardising the delivery of rostering services across the state.
This option allows clearly defined system and business processes within Queensland Health to be able to provide
optimised workforce capacity. This model also allows for a clear path to move to full ESS/MSS in the future or a more
centralised model if required.

Decision I mpact:
TIME:
The objective is to ensure the standard offering applications_are implemented in the required timeframes and that they
meet the specific business, finance and personnel needs of Queensland Health.
A centralised system consolidates configuration and data entry which reduces the processing timeframes. The Service
model also minimises the IT Infrastructure impacts and load by minimising the use of SAP across the WAN.

COST:
Time and training costs for this option are significantly less than the travel, time and maintenance training for the other
options. It provides the least impact on training whilst simplifying, improving and standardising processes and systems
used everyday by Queensland Health end users.
This option will allow for future cost savings by eliminating user retraining costs whilst improving customer service.
This proposal is more cost effective as it provides a more efficient and targeted use of resources.
Their will be IT infrastructure costs associated with all of the options but the infrastructure will be the foundation used for
the full ERP solution in 2009.

QUALITY:
A centralised system consolidates configuration and data entry which reduces the processing timeframes and at the same
time control the standardisation and quality of data, reducing the risk of errors and data corruption.
The Interim process allows this model to be used as a measure for Key Performance Indicators, such Indicators relate to
time processing, accuracy of payroll and the integrity of the data whilst providing opportunities to optimise the workforce
capacity.
This will enable Queensland Health to determine goals and performance requirements for business processes and
reporting capabilities.
This option aligns with the Rostering Improvement Project processes.

RISKS:
I ndustrial :
Related to this change in process, i.e. the adoption of the centralised model within the QHSSP, this is especially relevant
in Districts/Services where Line Managers plot rosters directly into EXPERT. Whilst the Centralised model is focused on
the QHSSP there is significant change in business and system processes in the Agency as well. The need to consult on
the change prior to its adoption is mandatory. While time frames are short, industrially the lack of consultation can result
in delays. This may be an issue for the Agency (in relation to a change for the Line Managers) but may be a bigger issue
for the QHSSP if there is a perception (or reality) of increased workload for the Administrative staff.
T raining:
The training strategy associated with the Interim Solution will ensure all relevant SSP employees will be trained in
Workbrain whereas a considerably smaller number will be trained in SAP. This may create an exposure from a
professional development perspective for those trained initially in Workbrain only. This risk will need to be managed and
this may be achieved by way of a commitment that all relevant employees will be trained in both products as part of the
full ERP.

Management of Employee Files:

The current process is that individual districts retain and manage Employee files. By introducing a centralised system this
could possibly create the need for duplicate employee files due to employee enquiries and data processing at two
separate locations.
A possible solution is to maintain the employee file at a central location and all issues from the employee or Pay Office
would be directed to a centralised call centre, this could create issues with District staff as the ownership of employee
details would be removed and create frustration.
Electronic Files could be considered and kept on a central database accessible by all users however due to the number of
Queensland Health Employees this may not be a viable option.

Reporting:
Currently Districts have access and the capability to request and print their own Payroll and Human Resource Reports. In
the centralised model reports would issued on an automated basis or at the request of Districts. The reports would then
be sent via email as a PDF file or faxed.
Ensure a mitigation strategy is in place in case for SSP (Shared Service Providers) capability to deliver reporting
requirements.

IT Infrastructure:
CITRIX Server: Ensure that the Infrastructure is able to support the Interim Payroll and Rostering Model at Go-Live.

TRAINING :
This option would allow the agility for standardised training to specific users in centralised locations which in turn would
improve the quality of data and reduce risks for potential errors/mistakes.
The training for the centralised SAP HR users will be covered in one centre whilst, the training for Workbrain users will
initially be restricted to Hub and Spoke locations. Train the Trainer modules will be provided to 20 trainers who in turn
would only have to train 25 users (500 users).
Once users are trained in SAP HR or Workbrain they then have the capability to become "Super Users" in that system or
further develop capability in the other system. This will allow the user to gain specialised knowledge in a specific field or
branch into other areas such as Industrial Relations and Employee Awards.
A centralised option would allow the Interim solution training requirements for SSP staff to be met within the current
restricted timeframes as well as provide the basis for future training needs and optimising user knowledge and expertise.
The training strategy associated with the Interim Solution will ensure all relevant SSP employees will be trained in
Workbrain whereas a considerably smaller number will be trained in SAP. This may create an exposure from a
professional development perspective for those trained initially in Workbrain only. This risk will need to be managed and
this may be achieved by way of a commitment that all relevant employees will be trained in both products as part of the
full ERP.

CHANGE:
Centralised Call Centre:
Existing Agency staff who are trained in ESP/EXPERT will not be trained due to the changed approach - that is the
adoption of the centralised roster entry by QHSSP only. Communication to End Users the need for change and its
benefits of one Cental Telephone/Fax number and one point of contact.

Rostering Template Workbrain:
Existing Agency staff will use a common Excel template to supply their roster to the QHSSP. Communication of the new
standardised Excel Rostering Template will be developed and implemented with the End Users to reduce the processing
changes and enable users to Export directly from Excel to Workbrain.

New Employee Number:
Due to SAP HR Payroll functionality all Queensland Health staff will be issued with a new employee number as the system
does not allow for a transfer of current employee numbers. However the previous LAffiCE payroll number will be kept as
a reference in a special field in SAP. This issue will apply for all options as stated above.

AREAS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION:
Payroll Interim:
Investigation will need to be considered regarding the location of the Payroll Bureau within the centralised Service Model.
Currently the Payroll Bureau is located at Spring Hill and all processes are actioned from this location, with the
centralisation of the main Payroll Bureau it will enable more control and ownership of information.

Application Delivery Infrastructure: Ensure that the infrastructure preparation and availability is in place for testing
and go live support for the recommended Service Model for the Interim Payroll and Rostering Solution.
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Option 1:
Centralised SAP HR (Payroll) and Hub and Spoke for Workbrain (Rostering)
The Centralised SAP HR and Hub and Spoke Model for Workbrain currently fits within the Prime Scope.
By centralising the SAP HR functions in a Service support environment it allows for a single point of contact whilst
maintaining standardised business processes and functionality.
Workbrain will be controlled at a Hub and Spoke level allowing the units to primarily focus on the rostering and HR
issues.
The Roster Improvement Project managed by SSP (Shared Service Provider) is currently implementing a Hub and Spoke
model for rostering using ESP, standardising the delivery of rostering services across the state.

Option 2:
Hub only for SAP a nd Workbrain
The SAP HR and Workbrain Hub Model currently fits within the Prime Scope however due to mandated timeframe
constraints this option is not viable.

A Hub only Model for SAP HR and Workbrain requires extensive training for end users. By implementing this model, end
users require training in both SAP HR and Workbrain functionality to be able to deliver payroll and HR Functions.
A Hub only model for SAP HR and Workbrain is not able to control standardised work and business practices due to
district input and functionality.

Option 3 :
Current Hub and Spoke model across the state for Sap HR ( Payroll) and Workbrain ( Rostering)
The SAP HR and Workbrain Hub and Spoke Model will not fit within the Prime scope as it does not align with the
standardised Service Model for the Interim Payroll and Rostering Solution.
The Hub and spoke approach to SAP HR and Workbrain relies on the requirement for users to be trained in both systems
across Queensland. This model impacts on resources and may not comply with the high staff turn over in Payroll and
HR.
This option does allow localised knowledge of the district by the payroll staff whilst retaining ownership of employee
records and enquiries.

Option 4 :
Employee Self Service and Manager Self Service
The Employee Self Service and Manger Self Service does not currently fit the Prime Scope as it not a centralised model
and relies heavily on the individual and manager input.
This is the concept of fully automating certain high volume adjustments such as roster adjustments and payroll
information by the individual through Self Service.
This option would reduce the level of Service support however would create a high impact on training needs as all
Queensland Health Staff would need to received individual training.
This was not included in the current scope of the Prime and no infrastructure is available for this option at the Interim Go
live to support users .
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Process Framework ·Touch Points

Queensland Health
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Cairns Central Model
8.2.3 Maintain Roster (Record Non Availability)
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Cairns Central Model

Queensland
Government

Service Delivery Model

Qucen:sland He•lth
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Cairns Central Model

Queensland
Government

8.2.2 Create Roster (Manual Subprocess Variant)
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Cairns Central Model

Queensland
Government

8.2.3 Maintain Roster (Exception Management)

Queensland Health
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Cairns Central Model

Queensland
Government

8.2.3 Maintain Roster (Unplanned Leave)

Queensland Health
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SSP I Agency-Specnf~c RHCEFW Changes
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SSP/Agency-specific R!CEFW Changes

NOTE: Tl1is document is a. work in progress and uses the CorpTech Template: 2.5 Agency Specific Requirements. It is to be used by IBM for seeping and planning purposes only.
Identify any new RICEFW Items, or changes and enhancements to R/CEFW Items (reports; interfaces, conversions,. extensions, forms, wor/<Jlows and security (RlCEFWS)) tl1at have been identified in the Agency Impact
Assessment and that are not in the Standard Offering. Items identified as business critical require detail to be provided in the Appendice.s ifat all possible.
Item
Identification
Number.

Item Nam_
e anc(. : :
Description ·(and :· . .
Business process·· e.g:.
· ·'··2:1:2, :if reh~vant) ·: ·

·I·

'I

:-woG;
' BusinE)ss' Rationale~ R~~s~n ·f~~ Change,! · 1· ·source : .. ·:· Cate_gory
AJ,tematives to· Change 1 New
··shared or . ..Need e;g. Policy, :Business .Rule,·Guideline· ·: :_
: System ·
· . ·. · · ·
.
or
Legislation·.
..
·
·
·
·
.·
.
·
·
..
·
·
e.g
..
·
·
..
·
.
.
Agency- ·
··
·
·' , .
Busmess· 1 •
·Specific ·

-Identify tile item lo be
changed or enhanced
-Describe tile new item
to .be created, and iflhere
is a similar item ll18t
already e;<ists in theRICEFW Inventory

I

Identify tile \eason for tile item ch~nge, or the
purpose of tne new ttem. E.g. Poltcy (P),
Business Rule (BRJ. Guideline {G) or
Leg;sJat1on (L)

Ad hoc query ability in
both Worl1brain and SAP

I
I

Concurrent Employm ent
Reports

I

.

I

I
Impacts if agency
specific requirement
not supplied

Any fUrther comments or
descriptions

·

P,

.

Wor/cbrain

.I

j

This ability is required.for.a limited number of
SAP/WB
staff within the ssp,_
&Agency .to be abfeHo
perform ad hoc enquiries to' satis(y Miriiste.rial
requests, executive management-requests and
management requests where not ·,n.~t. by
· standard menu reports
QH requires reports.using boU1 SAF' and WB
SAP/WB
data to allow manual intervention ron the
following: to identify roster..conf\icts,' to identify
information about employees.in concurrent
employment within Health nol.limited to same
award as grand parenting arrangements could i
be in place (eg report to show award, hours
I
worked in position, leave accrued in position),
to detail full time equivalency for .employees
with aggregated entiilement rights -as per.DEIR
definition (eg leave can be considered as one
bucl1et when leave is taken, ho.urs worked ih
I
each position counts towards increments in
ot11er position).
j

I

\,)

D

Highly
Des.iralile
(HD),
.
Identify the · ·.Jc;Jentify if . :Provide informali?n on alternative
source
the:,.ciJange · · approaches constdered and evaluated
system
/·n-evi·.. . ·.·: · e.g. Is there a manual work around e.tc?
1/mt
ObJechs
·generates
bu~iness .
t(ie item: . _.c~t/Jcal, or·
Eg . SAP '' · , hig/;1/y
S~ba:desirable
RecruitAS

I

.
FQH-R-1

Identify if
the item is
woG.
Shared or
Agencyspecific.
Note:
cflanges to
wo~ reqwre
SS.-.
,1 approval.

R~orts

'Impacts

crl~icai(C),

I
-ldenlir; the
f~ICEFW 1tem
10 num/Jer (for
cnanges or
enhan~~ments
to exJs<~ng
RICEFW
Items!.
-For new items
complete with
'New - x' e.g
New - 1 New'
2.

·.. C.o.mments ..

...
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C

I

I

I
c

I

I

Roster Conflicts.
' (Worl\brain) =[Person ID,
Name, Personal Assignment
Number, Team Name, Shift
Date{based on tile details
reported In the Daily Staffing
Report}, Shift Times, type]
l
note type must include both
rostered hours and leave.
This report must be able to
be run For either a date range
or a pay period,
Increments (SAP)·= [Person
ID, Name, Personal
Assignment Number, Hours
since last increment. wage

-

I
1

,
I
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Item
Identification
Number

Agency Agency Spe:"

,rements

· lt~m t-,~ame arid ·.
•1 Bus in~~~ Rationat'e~ Reason -for Change/ ~ · source·
, Desc~lptlon' (and . · ·
. ·Shared:or ·.: Ne.cd e.g:Policy;<-Business' Rule,' Guideline . · ; System .
·
·
.Business 'P.rocess e.g: :· . Agency· or Legislation
:2·.u;·,if;ri!levant) · · · · ··specific

'WaG.

----

·.

'---

Category

·· comments.

· Impacts

e.g •
·Business
critlcai(C),
Highly

IfHe~~~able ~-----------+----:------:----..,.---t-------

I

1

Alternatives to Change I New

rates. employee group, sub
group, flag] note wage rate IS
used to determine LWOP etc.
Flag should indicate when
total hours exceed 1200 or
date since last increment is
greater than 12 months. This
report must be able to be run
for either a date range or a
pay period.

I

j Pay Results Report- TJ1is
existing report should include
data for every personnel
assignment for concurrent
employees i.e. link by Person
ID

QH-R-3

L
QH-R-4

Customisation to Payroll
Exception Report

I

Additional column in
establishment report

I

I

The report must take into consideration the
1 SAP
wide range of pay scales and variations 'that
occur from pay to pay within each employee
pay group. For this reason$ difference in
gross/net pay is not a satisfactory indicator as
an exception. % change of net/gross from one ...
pay period to another is a better: indicator.
·
Crew ID needs to be viewed as a part of the :: \ SAP
establishment report- see related request QH•. · .. ..
E-1
.

-Q-~1~----lA reportto detaiiPQSTiTorl~--- To enable managers without MSS:.to access .
end dates,

.OH-R-6

----~-A report on Workbrain

I

I
I

(only) Agency Staff

I

i
1
!
\

!
'

r QH-R-7
[

i

I

QH-R-8

Report on Registration
Details for Staff

Leave Balance Expiry

!
1

I SAP

r

--

c

I ID

I

SAPIWB

C

1

....

·-·--~--------·--------- --~

1

,

I

I Modification of the RICEF 860 Publish
Roster Report to accommodate a Report
based on Employee Agency Team search
to enable display of all shifts for
employees in all other teams
1

'

Staff =[Workbrain
___ ...........- .............--.. ~
1
ID, Name, Agency Name,
1
Team Name, Shift Date, Shift
Times, Cost Centre]
1
This report must be. abfe to
.
I
be run for either a date range l
1
or a pay period.
!
1

I Agency

'1

1

SAPIWB

To support the management or leave_balances
that exp1re (TOIL) managers I superv1sors and

WB

Page 3

: Current practice within QH is
to sort and distribute both
establishment and position
I occupancy reports by Crew

I

There is a requirement to have the ability to
report on Qualification details, Licences,
Registrations, Visa Details & Professional
Memberships.
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I

I

I The solution is required .to .enable the
retrospective identification .ofdateworked·,
hours worl<ed, area worl<ed and ·associated
cost objects for agency staff to assist with
invoice validation . QH must be able to continue
the recording, costmg and reporting of Agency
staff as per current FAMMIS, PAYMAN, XMAN
processes

.:·.I;_ set$ difference by employee stream
··.'rather than wl1ole of agGncy.

information that ·will inform their decision
mal<ing processes ·for establishmen'( ..
management ·
..

~

:::>

-· .,~,, c

C
1

I

If Saba is implemented i! will be the
source of truth for this information.

This links with QH-E-3

~

I
j

=·
I
I

~

.

I

HD
·-·
----·-···-

;
- - - - -M---·--••

__
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·· •·.Item Name;and ·· ··. .
· · ·wo·G,.- ·. ·
·Item
Business Rati9J1ale •· Reaso.n :for c~ang.e 1 · .: ,_:Sourc~ · · · 1;Category
'Alternative-s
Identification ·
Description· (and :
· Shared or
Need •e:g. Policy; Business-Rule,. Guideline. · . System .· •· · · ···
··
..or Legislation ·
·
· ·
·
. · · • . . e.g.. ·. ·
:Business P.rocess.e.g:.. · Agency-·
Number
.. ·
·
·
Busmess.
··•
_2.1.2;· if releyant) ·. ·
·specific··
critlcai(C), .
Highly
..
·\Desi~able
f(HO),
.
employees need to be able to monitor leave
balances. Currently SO will produce a report
fortnightly that identifies expiring leave
balances within a specified time frame. This
report will be sent to managers I supervisors;
Notification to employee regarding the expiry of
leave balances was slated for later release.

I

· · · .comments :

.. .

· ·J,!flpacts

.. .

'.I

I HD

OH-R-10

Organisation
Management (Funding)
Report

Will allow reporting against positions to
determine if there is permanent, temporary or
no funding associated

OH-R-11

Reporting of Criminal
History checl<s.

This is to cater for those staff that have a
requirement for their National Po.lice
Certificates to be renewed. i.e. aged care area
each 3 years, working with children each 2
years

::t:

l

1

OH's ability to continue
running current reports
requires an interface
between the SO products
and DSS

IL
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I

I
I

I

I
1

.
I

1
!I

j

!

1

.

~---

j

--·-- --·-·-·--- --··__[··---

I

-·---·· j
1

I
i
I"

!

I
1

Pago 4

I
r--

Direct data entry of rosters by SSP
I

c

We have had no information on available BW
reports so assume they will not be available for
2006 implementation. Health requires a data
dump/interface between the Standard Offering
product sets and DSS systems to enable
Health to draw on data reqLiired to.meet its
current reporting requirements.

I
_

I

'· a~r-1-2

The information could be held
as tasl< types in infotype 0019
(Monitoring of Tasks) for 8/t:Je
Card and National Police
Certificate renewal.

· .;_

Interfaces For Interface items also CO!!]p_Jete Section 2.2.1
QH-1-1
File upload to create
Health will always have a need for_.S~W-"· to .
. File u·pload
initial roster in WB
input rosters on behalf of line manag ers. The ·
into
interim solution in 2008 may re·quire all rosters - Workbrain ·
to be input by SSP after line' managers provide •.
them with an Excel Spreadsheet.l(ersion cif · ·
their roster. To decrease effort requ_ired' to do
this Health require an·:automated upload .facility
to create the initial:roster .·in'.WS .. Any schedule
compliimce/pay_rule warnings g·eoerated bY'··.
such an upload- are to be dealt with:·by the ... .
processor once".the upload has occurred ie
upload should noffail due to schedule.:
compliance warni"ngs' etc. These warn·ings can
be overridden by the ·proc_
essor af)d should be
.
collated by the system in:a.J?:.mat.that can be.
1
J
sent by the processor to the /me· manager so
.
1
i
they are aware of the warnings the processor
1
['
has had to override and can contact the
processor to mal1e changes if required .

.,J

..>.

t~ Chang~ 1 Ne~

J

i
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· · · Business Rationale ·~ Rcason ·f~r· Change 1
· Source ·" · :: Category · Alternatives to Change I New
·lte.;.:.Name and·.. ·
Item
·shar~d. or .: ' Need e.g .. Policy,',Business Rule, Guideline · ·systeni. · ..
Identification: · .Descrlptlon·(and : . . .
. e.g.
· Agency- . · orLegislatipn
Number ·· · . .: Business .Process·e.g.
· '
·
Business ·.
2.1 ~2 . if. relevimt) · · . · Specific
·criticai(C), ·

:Impacts

Highly

'•

Desirable
(HD),
QH-1-3

QH-1-4

Direct access to online
woG manual forms

Cl1ange to data interface
from SAP to Saba

I
I

I!
I

I.

I
I

I
Conversions

Users indicated as non technology users in
SAP must be able to access online woG
manual forms without having to access the
portal. To avoid version control issues a direct
link from QHEPS website to forms rather than
a copy of the forms being kept on QHEPS Is
required.

c

1. The data interface to Saba will need to be
SAP
adjusted from SO to take into account that
Health has its own instance of Saba.
2. The employee with the 'Reports to:
relationship should be tal<en across to.Saba as
the manager rather than the 'Chief of erg' ·if
such a reporting relationship exists. SO
currently tal<es only 'Chier across to Saba
3. Advance hire employee data needs.to be
exported from SAP into Saba to ·facilitate -the
·-.
enrolment of new staff into. courses/inductions '· .
that are prerequisite to commencement of
employment. Current SO functionality· means
that any advance hire details will not be
exported to Saba until the day of-hire ... (.f:he:day
after the employee commences) . . · ·
4. If two employees job share a .'cl)ief or
reports to' position in SAP then·.bo.th
employees need to be tailen··across to Saba·as.
manager.

Point 1&2 .
are C ...
Point3&4
a.reHD

II

I
I

i

II

.-·

.. .

··.

I

..

II

-

!

Formation of top level
roster teams in Workbrain
(WB)

QH require functionality. within SAF.',that
SAP
indicates rostering relationships ·for both org
units to position and position to position. The
current SO mirrors the org structure in SAP to
form the initial Organisation Teams in WB.
Workbrain roster teams are then built. under
this. Within Health, as these "roster teams can
be made up or staff from a variety of org units, '
the so will not always be correct This can
possibly be achieved by using a custom field,
Roster 10, in SAP attached to a position that is
based on the Crew ID field In Lattice.

Pay in Advance

i... ____________ ..............- .. L.-

I

I SO is curren tly set up to automatically prepay

lc

Page 5

II

--------1!

.l

-------1

i

I!

I

I

I
I

I
I

c

I
-------------·

I
1

I

, a [!<lY period that includes both time worked
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I

---- -,

I

!
SAP

i
I

!

Set up a rostering relationship in SAP that
will be used to inform the initial roster
team data transfer into Workbrain

I

QH-E-2

Il

I
I

I

I

Extensions

I QH-E-1

I

I
I

I
.•

;.)

v

·· Comments"

I
I

I

I

!

------,

----···-·······-

H

'curces
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Item ·
. ,·Jtein;Name and
·:oescription:(and .
.'Identification
·:susiness:P.rocess e.g.
Number
2:1.2; i r nih~vantr

.... woG, .-·-.
_·.''1' Bu;i;,~~s Ratl~n~le - Reasori:for Change/· -- ~':source
. : Shared or · :Need_ e.'g/ Poli"cy, Business -Rule; Guidelin·e. • ·system ..
:. ,'Agency- .. · · ···or Le_gislatlon' ....' · . . · ·
· .·
: · -·· ·
.... ·
··_1 Specific

'1.

I

c~tegorY . Aiternatlves to Change I _New

Impacts

Comments ..·

I

e.g. _
·. Business · ·
critical( C);
"High!y · .
Desirable
' 1 (HD),

and absences if pay in advance is requested.
Health requires that only leave be paid in
advance as per current arrangements.-i.e.
periods of leave only.
Recording of Registration
Details for Staff

QH-E-3

There is a requirement to have the ability to
record Qualifications, Licences, Registrations,
Visa Details & Professional Memberships for
staff

c

SAP/WB

If information is held within
Wori(brain it may require a
data load between LATTICE
, and VVorJ(brain as a part of
the initial data migration
strategy. These details are
not required for rostering
1 purposes.

I
QH-E-4

1

Health needs to be able to indicate those
I SAP
positions that hold PBI status. PCR workflows
and forms related to employee movements
must indicate if PBI status is applicable so that'
employees and line managers are aware
(acknowledge?) that they may be losing or
gaining PBI status during a movement. ·Health
also needs to pass information to RemServ
regarding employee's PBI status/FBT _ . ..
".
exemption.

Organisation
Management - additional
infomnation/indicators on
positions on manual and
PCR forms

I
i QI-1-E-5

The ability to record
capital balances· against
employees

i

I

i
QH-E-6

I

1 Field to record reason for
manual (off cycle)
payments

LATTICE currently allows 01-1 the ability to
SAP
record capital balances. Some garnishees .
have capital balances. Additional functiomility : .. :
may be able to be built into the Employ~e Debt
facility to cater for this ·nee.d.,_Must view ···
balance owing as-well' as tlle'-%._deduction.per
pay period.
This is a reportable field for both OLA:and SSA
reporting . The list'cif:reasons to be defined by
··
· ·
Health and SSP
. ':'~.

QH-E-7

Field to record reason for
all overpayments

I
'I

·I···.
. ·· . ··..
- I

w
w

I..·

I

c

· ·· ..

SAP

This is a reportable field for both OLA and SSA
reporting. The list of reasons to be defined by
Health and SSP

SAP

Currently tile _public·holiday ·locality assignment
must be manually reassigned into Workbrain to
mimic that entered into SAP. This information
should be included in the employee details that
are interfaced

SAP/WB

L
QH-E-B

Public Holiday
assignment within
Workbrain

Prinlod: 4:59PM- 25/04/2013
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.
1

IC

I

I
I HD

I

1

I

---··1

l-ID

I HD

i

j

The reason for the off cycle
payment will originate within
Worl<brain . There is a
possibility that this
information may be used to
populate a field within
lnfotype 0011 External
Transfers
"lnfotype 45 "employee
debVcompany loan" may be
appropriate to use here

·------~~--------------------L_

I
·

1

i

.
1
i

---~~

'I

____________________ ,

_______............_..___________
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Item
Identification
Number

·. ~:.. Item Name.and ·
' Description (al)d
Business. Process _e.g.
2:1;2, ·if relevant)

.woG, _.
.:l:: susin(!ssRatiomiie :"Reasonfcir.Cilange·c :·:: l Source'
._Shared or : . ·:Need e:g. -P.olicy, ·Business:Ruie; Guideline . ·System ·
Agency.. or Legislation - ·- · ·
·_Sp-ecific
-· -

QJ--1-E-10

Monitoring of Criminal
History checks.

Organisation
Management- additional
information/indicators on
positions

-

i

LCategory

lnfotype 0022 (Education) needs an indicator.
(checl<box) to allow fOI
that have been ap
leave/funding remain i
has abandoned the co
to return:

HD

Health currently displa. .
•
Public Holiday payment type :on employee
pays lips. There is a requirement to·ensure that
this continues to occur

HD

There is provision within SAP (lnfotype 0019)
to enter a review date. This is to cater for those
staff holding a National Police Certificate as it
must be renewed each 3 years.
Org Mgt PCR form must allow indication of
position classification level as the manual form
does
· ··-_

SAP

I

SAP
·._. ·.

Alternatlves·to ·change /.New.-

-Comments

This 'AfOUid also be acl1ieved by allowing
us to·pbce an end date into the record
witnout it being complete. {User exit could
: become a warning instead of an error)

I HD ,.

I

' C-

QH requires position
based security

~
f
I

~ woG

Reduction of costs and maintenance related to
positions, workflow and security roles- see

i
-

1

I

''"""""·

I

-,---- -
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SAP

I HD
I

-c

I

I

----

Maintain a user based security profile

1----T

..J
I

c..v

.J::>.

I

I
I-

-------------1---1

--

HD

1.. _ ..

1 - - - - - - -l- - - - - + \ -----t--

Security
QH-S-1

·Jmpact5 ·

·--· 1

Health requires that conference-be added .to ...
the courses on the separation checklist. This will enable health to either reallocate -_; ·
attendance at the conference or cancel attendance as apimipriate. · -..

Addition to separation
checl<list of "conference"
to be added with courses.

---1

ements

Page?

~
--·-·t

I

_j.

-- - - - - - -------·

-------------------r----------·------ -1
I

~----------·------~------------l
!

I

~

I

--
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I (14/05/2013) Damon Atzeni - Issues List

From:
To:

CC:
Date:
Subject:
Attachments:

Ron Fawcett
Chris Prebble
Damon Atzeni; Nigel Hey
18/12/2007 8:36 am
Issues List
20071217 -ScopeVaidationConcernsActions-CS-V0-1 .xls; 20071217 -ScopeVaidation
ConcernsActions-CS-V0-1.xls

Chris, the Issues list as discussed . See attached.

Ron Fawcett
Solution Design Office
QHEST (Enterprise Solutions Transition) Program
http://q heps.health .qld .gov.au/qhesUhome.htm
Ph
07 3234 067 4
Fax
07 3234 1420
Mob
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IBM Workshops -Scope validation
Org Management 8.3 : All expected level 5 tasks are in scope
Actions
Concerns

Effect on QHIC Scope

No standard JO template in QH at present

AO'G to speak to Glenda Richards or Lynde! Jones about proposed none
central unit to manage JEMS/JO Templates. A briefing paper is
being prepared re th is at present by Lynde! Jones.

Top Level teams for rostering in WB do not match
up with an org unit in SAP. This was proposed in
SO as the way these teams will be formed .

QHEST explained problem with SO approach and suggested Crew unknown
10 used to form these teams. IBM to review problem and suggest
solution .

Current QH establishment report combines data
that wou ld be obtained from a number of SAP
reports (establishment, joiners & leavers)

Jay & Brad to compare current report with SAP reports to identify
gaps

E
lnf·-····- tion 2.1: All
Concerns

--- --

d level5task -

Some external staff will be only put into WB eg
Agency nursing staff, because data unknown until
day of working but still need to roster them
Report required on agency/external staff entered
into WB to assist with reconciliation with Finance

Reports required on concurrent employees

. - .. .

I

extra column in report for Crew
10

--- -

Actions

Effect on QHIC Scope

IBM to re-evaluate minimum requ irements to enter person in SAP
so we can reconsider putting Agency Nursing Staff only in WB.

none

QHEST to provide more details about report. Include in 2.5
document and re-send to IBM . IBM to check reports provide
sufficient information for Agency Nurse staff entered only into WB
to be able to report on FTE and costing in particular
QHEST to provide more details about report. Include in 2 .5
document andre-send to IBM

new report

including but not limited to Roster
conflicts & Increments and one
modification to existing report
(Pay Results)
---
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-

----

Gaps in SO Forms

Registration, Licences, Visa Details Prof
Memberships need to be stored in SAP if Saba not
available at ~o-live
Current QH report on Mandatory Training -can it be
stored in SAP if Saba not available at go-live
Need to record Performance Review dates

QHEST to send Forms Review done by SSP plus identify changes
to forms and new forms required in 2.5 document and re-send to
IBM. Brad to send details to access Functional Specifications docs
on Corp Tech Extranet QHEST to send current QH Qualifications
form to IBM. Health also needs to pass information to RemServ
regarding employee's PB I status/FBT exemption - QHEST to send
more information to IBM.

New field in Movements form to
indicate PBI status. New PBI
status indicator on positions in
SAP that can be reported on .
New form to register AQF quais.

QHEST to provide more details about report. Include in 2.5
document and re-send to IBM. QHEST to send examples from
Lattice Data to IBM
QHEST to send examples from Lattice Data to IBM

new report + new infotype/s in
SAP to store details

IBM suggest using lnfotype 0019 and Date Monitoring Report as a
workaround until Saba is live.
Adhoc Query functionality required
IBM to investigate possibility of it beinq in scope
Payroll Exceptions Report needs to include warning QHEST to provide more details about report. Include in 2.5
when pay exceeds acceptable % change in
document and re-send to IBM
~ross/net pay
Direct Access to online woG Manual forms
IBM will ensure this happens
Employee Debt functionality - can it be used to
will become clear in detailed design
record capital balances against employees eg
,~arnishees?

-

i

new report + new infotype/s in
SAP to store details
none

change to existing report

none

-----------

R - --- --- - - - - - --- ------ - --- -- - - - - - -· - · ·- · · · -- -- ----Concerns
Actions
We were on the understanding , until today, that we Follow up session from IBM required
were getting the Standard Offering as per DPDRs
for WorkBrain (WB). That may not be the case.
--
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!

Effect on QH IC Scope
unknown

IBM see Multi View Scheduler (MVS) as not
IBM noted concerns and will investigate possibilities to address
required:
these needs
- no option to record 'availability'
- no option to record Skills
- search function to assist in staffing unstaffed shifts
would not be there
-will not upload unstaffed shifts
-not get the Staffing Requirements Template
functionality ie no coverage.
- no view access in WB for staff and no access to
print reports/rosters. SSP will need to send out
reports , daily flow sheets, published rosters
constantly.
roster spreadsheets to be uploaded as a CSV file to IBM to give details of data fields required for file upload of roster.
WB but would populate the Timesheet directly. All
changes made in timesheet and all
warnings/errors/validations happen in timesheet.
Roster Spreadsheets need to be standardised
across QH - major body of work to identify
spreadsheets currently in use and decide on
standardised roster spreadsheet.

unknown

IBM suggest that additional
functionality will be built into
timesheet to cater for what will
not be available due to MVS not 'I
being included .
!

b
level 5 task - ...
-- .... --Effect on QHIC Scope
Actions
Once manual leave form submitted, processor will This is different (better) to SO where leave such as maternity leave IBM to create cut down version
of SO functionality
use a cut down version of the ESS/ASS WB leave was not going to be included as an option on that screen. They
application screen where processor can 'submit as intend to remove that functionality when we go live with SO for ESS
approved'. ALL leave types will be catered for in
in 2009 but we would probably argue to keep it- QHEST to put in
this screen .
2.5 doc for 2009

L - . - & Attend ·--- 2.2: NOT all
Concerns

,,

-- ted
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HR Branch to follow up. Possible options paper for HR Design
It was identified that there is inconsistency of
Decisions?
process across QH related to applying for leave
when it is a one day absence. SO would expect that
it would be noted on AVAC form as an unspecified
absence then upon return staff member would
complete manual leave form and submit. In QH in
nursing in particular this does not always happen.
Instead it is noted on AVAC form as Rec/Sick etc
absence and the processor is expected to process
it as that type of leave without the need for a signed
leave form. Upon return the staff member
initials/signs the copy of the AVAC form which is
kept at the worksite, not resent to processor. HR
Branch will need to make a call on whether we take
this opportunity to tighten up/ standardise the
process across all of QH .

none

SARAS leave applications will require a separate
check in SAP by processor to see if sufficient
leave/Saras approved before processinQ in WB.
Still not clear on how Pay in Advance works in QH
which is a 'Pay in Arrears' agency. QH has
concerns that a leave application that asks for pay
in advance should only pay the leave in advance not
the unworked time in advance.
Overrides report in WB will suffice as Audit report
(as in SAP) with an added certification page.

Need to look at how design can be improved - QHEST to put in 2.5 none
doc for 2009 implementation

Prior Service History data migration is an issue for
QH due to way data stored now in Lattice.

QHEST to send all docs related to this to IBM plus data from
Lattice re numbers in each LSL category. IBM & QHEST to discuss
further. Need IM involvement in this decision.
HR Branch to decide how to handle excessive rec leave etc. The
none
issue around TOIL with maximum accruals needs to be looked at
further See HR Design Decisions Paper on th is topic. May need to
be one of next set to BRG.

There are no caps on leave balances in WB apart
from POL. The SO may not enforce the award
requirement on th is. T his is a Core Functionality
requirement and should match SAP functionality in
SO.
- - - - - ---

IBM to investigate further

unknown

HR Branch to talk to Audit to check they are OK with that.

certification page

-- - -

- - ------
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Discussion about yesterday's interface meeting
(Jason Cameron , Anne Moreland , QHEST reps
from HR IM and Fl, DSS reps , QH Finance reps)
around possibility to enter staff in WB initially for
same day rostering purposes and for an upload to
occur to SAP.

-- .... -· -··-· ·- - . . -·

.,

Mariza to talk to Jason at IBM doesn't think it is possible due to ID unknown
confl icts.

__ . -· ··- - -·- ..... . . .,,,.... __ . _. _ ............... ....

,._ ...... , ........

-·- .. ........... ...,,.... .....

Actions
Concerns
Date Monitoring Report which would have been
workflowed will now be generated and pushed out
to Line managers by SSP
Casual Activities Report which would have been
accessed via the portal will now be generated and
pushed out to Line manaQers by SSP
Roslyn to investigate licencing arrangements. This may effect
Can identify Casuals inactive for > 3 months to
enable removal from system. This may effect SAP business processes for SSP.
licencing fees calculated if it is per active employee.

Effect on QHIC Scope
none

QH has need for additions to waG Separations
checklist to include futu re dated
courses/conferences, exit interview
No reason why QH can't use lnfotype 0040 fo r
Objects on Loan for QHIC implementation.

change to existing

QHEST had identified it for 2009 implementation so HR Branch to
reth ink this for QHIC implementation. IBM to check if report exists
that can be pushed to manaqers upon separation.
Housing had problems re tax related to separations IBM think they were fixed but will check on this

Flag to re Employment

This was identified as a requirement by HR Branch . IBM to see if
suitable option for QHIC implementation otherwise will be included
in agency specific requirements for 2009 implementation . Emma
and Yvonne Li will follow up with HR Branch requirements.
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none

none

none

unknown

I

QH Incident Management System

IBM request more information on any interface with Lattice
currently. Do we require an extract pushed out from SAP to IMS?
IM team will be asked to reply (Javier) . E-mail Sent to Jason
Cameron detailing that IMS will require an extract/interface.

extract or interface

Reimbursment Variation Request (workcover) does
not exist at the moment for Housing but is part of
Standard Offer.
For WorkCover Claims the WB < > SAP interface is
still unknown ie don't know if auto update SAP
infotype when leave applied for in WB. May mean
double entry in both systems. It was never clear in
DPDR but information supplied at lAWs was that it
would be auto updated in SAP.

This is not used now in QH so may not be essential for QHIC
implementation.

none

p
2.3: All
ted
level 5 task ..... _,.....,. ............................
Concerns
Public Holidays can appear on the payslip as a
separate wage type
Health Quality and Complaints Commission have
not yet moved to new pay area ie QH still pays
them.
Purchase Leave concerns were raised. Finance
were interested to know how SAP will handle the
reconciliation of the money (liability account?)
FBT reporting capability and End of Financial Year
Tasks will not be ready until closer to end of
financial year (June 2009) . There will be a manua!
process if an employee terminates before the end
of financial year and requires an early Payment
Summary
Daily interface WB - SAP to make payrun upload
faster
~

IBM need to provide more information but it may not be known until unknown
detailed design stage. IBM hope it will be auto updated in SAP from
WB.

_

Actions
This was an item on 2.5

Effect on QHIC Scope
none

QHEST to follow up whether they need to be included

unknown

New GL Accounts and mapping
Further work with Fl to enable creation and mapping of GL
accounts. Anthony Middleborough to let QHEST know what would from HR to Fl
be required to implement prior to QO live (ie LATTICE) .
FBT reporting capability as per
QHEST HR and Finance to consider implications and plan for
so
interim process

IBM are looking at different options that would reduce the impact on unknown
the WB to SAP upload, this could be an increase in the frequency
of the upload but a decrease in the information that will be
uploaded
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Deductions must meet minimum criteria as per
CorpTech Standard Practice No 15.

IM to look at current data in Lattice. QHEST to look at prioritising
deductions and liaise with HR branch and Pay Bureau to resolve.

none

Payroll Master Data - configuration
Printed Payslips for QH- For Housing Corp Tech
Pay Bureau prints in-house. This will not work for
QH
Retrospective Deductions are not in SO. This is not
a concern for QH except for retrospective negative
deduction when superannuation has been overpaid
due to payroll error.

IBM to advise once 2.8 completed
QHEST to follow up what arrangements will be in place for QH ie
3rd party printing

none
none

IBM stated it was Standard SAP functionality so would investigate
further.

none

General Conce rn: QH must be able to continue running current reports that come out of DSS either through DSS ie data interface to DSS to enable th is or
via similar reports being available through WB and SAP. QHEST IM are investigating options.
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